PREMIUM ARCHITECTURAL DOWNLIGHT SERIES

Best in class LED systems. Round and square, trim and trimless, non-IC and IC. Wide range of dimming options, controls, superior optics, finishes and adjustments. Bluetooth LE, dim to warm, hue (color) tunable and kelvin tunable.

- Die-cast aluminum trim with a wide variety of options.
- Universal housing accepts all trim types within size range and shape type.
- Performance Xicato LED module for superior reliability and color consistency.
- Large selection of dimming and control options.
- Interchangeable optics and lenses.
- Optional Eco Black Housing.
- 5 year warranty on fixture and electronics.
- 10 year warranty on LED CCT.
- Bluetooth LE option.
- Sustainable fixture.
- 83CRI 2SDCM, 98CRI 1x2SDCM best in industry.
- #20 GA. frame with adjustments.